This story started for me when I found a 33 year old Martha McKay boarding in 1871 at number 4 School Street
in Fraserburgh with my 4th great grandmother Isabel Goodall (nee Lovie) then aged 73. This was the first time I
had come across anyone named McKay with connections to the family and initially I thought Martha might be a
relative of Isabel Goodall. In fact Martha McKay turned out to be the daughter of Ann Leslie Cooper and Robert
McKay.
In 1847 James Fraser and Christina Goodall married in Fraserburgh. James was the son of Andrew Fraser and
Martha Cooper and it turned out that Ann Leslie Cooper was Martha Cooper's sister.
By 1881 Martha McKay was living with her cousin James Fraser and his wife Christina Goodall and she looks to
have stayed with them until her death in 1889. As you can see from her death certificate James Fraser my 3 rd great
grandfather was the informant. Martha's death certificate led me back in time through the census as I now knew
her parents.

From the death certificate you can see her parents are named as Ann Cooper and Robert McKay. I already had
Martha on the 1881 and 1871 census so the next thing was to find her from 1841 through to 1861. In 1861 Ann
Leslie Cooper and her daughter Martha McKay are living on Fishcross Street in Fraserburgh where Ann is
described as married. In 1851 Ann, Martha and another daughter called Leslie are living in Old Machar, Aberdeen
at 46 Gordon Street this time Ann describes herself as a widow.
The census of 1841 is the only time I found the whole family together they had left Scotland and were living on
Cleveland Street in Hartlepool. I surmised that Robert had either died, although I could not find a death certificate,
or left Ann and the two girls who subsequently returned to Aberdeen and Gordon Street.

At this point the only other documentation I had for Ann was her death certificate from 1869 where her daughter
Leslie living on Broad Street in Fraserburgh acted as the informant.

I thought this was the end of this story. Neither of the girls appeared to have married, Robert was no where to be
seen, Ann's death certificate had confirmed she was the sister of Martha Cooper my 4 th great grandmother
I had more than enough information on the intriguing boarder of 1871. I incorporated the above story into my
family history and forgot about the McKay's.
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Then, in February 2016 I came across a post on Rootschat from a man who had been trying to solve the mystery
of his great grandfather, Robert S. McKay for the better part of 60 years, this Robert appeared to have
connections to Fraserburgh and was a mason. It looked as if Robert had moved to Ohio before 1851 where he was
later joined by an Archibald McKay, shoe maker from Fraserburgh. It seemed a bit of a coincidence a Robert
McKay, right age, mason, links to Fraserburgh who vanishes after 1841.
Archibald McKay was easy to find in 1851 living Fraserburgh with his wife and children.

Archibald had married Jessie McBeath in Fraserburgh in 1846 and they were to have only the two children
Jessie Ann born in 1850 and Alexander Stephen born in 1848. Unfortunately, neither of the children's baptism
records provided clues to Archibald's background.

To date I have been unable to find Archibald in 1841, he may be the Archibald McKay, shoemaker, age 30 living
Port Glasgow...or he may not be.
Regardless, by 1860 Archibald, Jessie and the two children were now living in the county of Clark, Ohio, USA.

Archibald will outlive both Jessie Mc Beath and his second wife Isabella Rust whom he married in 1864. He died,
still resident of Clark County in 1892 showing age 85. Sadly, Archibald's death record provides no clues to who
his parents were.
Back to the very mysterious Robert S McKay who by 1860 is living in Knox County, Ohio about a 100 miles
from Archibald over in Clark County. The census shows Robert with wife Emma and son William both born in
England while the four youngest children look to be born in Ohio. McKay is a very common name and no
evidence so far to indicate Archibald and R.S. McKay are related in any way.
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The 1870 US census is a bit more interesting as R.S is now back to Robert, and his occupation in given as
stonecutter (the same as listed on Martha McKay's death certificate).

Is this Robert McKay the man who married Ann Leslie Cooper and is listed on the 1841 census as a mason. If he
is then Archibald McKay may have acted as a witness at Martha or Leslie McKay's baptism. Alas, no such luck.
After obtaining the baptisms for both girls no sign of an Archibald but a John McKay (mason) is witness at both
events. Martha's record of 1833 also includes a William Cooper (porter) this man is Ann Leslie Cooper's father
who can be found living in 1841 at 46 Gordon Street along with his wife Martha Fraser.

In 1836 when Leslie is born Ann's brother Charles Cooper is witness and in 1851 he can be found with his mother
who is still living at 46 Gordon Street by this time age 74. I thought Charles was a 'tailor' but he listed on the 1851
census as a 'sailor' so is that an 'S' or a 'T' I see below?
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Gordon Street in Aberdeen is where Ann and the girls returned to after they left England and it is the same street
where Ann Leslie Cooper lived when she got married to Robert McKay in 1832.

Finally a breakthrough, MonicaL at Rootschat finds this nugget of information. Seeing Ann Cooper and deserted
wife in the same sentence was a serious step forward even if it did say 'William' McKay and not Robert or better
yet R. S. McKay.

The poor records for Fraserburgh are kept at the Aberdeen Archives and they very kindly sent three pages that
pertain to Ann Leslie Cooper. Column 3 said it all - husband, R.S McKay, stonecutter, deserted pauper about 18
years ago said to be in America!

Even Martha is named, then I scrolled across the page and found this! Brother of R. S. McKay - Archibald in
Springfield - Clark County! So if definitely looks like Robert 'S' McKay left Ann and the girls and started a new
life in the USA and we now know that Archibald and Robert were in fact brothers!
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I wish this had a happier ending but alas it's all a bit sad. Leslie McKay never married but she does have a child in
1863 a wee boy called Alexander McKay. Sadly, he only lived for 11 days and died in the Old Machar poorhouse
where he was born. Leslie is out of the poorhouse by 1871 and lives on till 1884 when at the age of 48 she dies of
a lung disease.

Robert's oldest daughter Martha McKay, who started the story, appears to have been somewhat disabled by
rheumatism as she is described in the Fraserburgh poor records as being unable to do any work. Perhaps that is
why in 1871 Isabella Goodall is described as being a nurse, an occupation she had not been attributed with before.
Martha McKay, like her sister never married, it appears she was looked after by her mother until she died in 1869
then boarded with Isabella who took care of her until she died than moved in with her cousin James Fraser and his
wife until her own death in 1889 age 52.
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